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Abstract 
The coin based mobile charger developed during the process is providing a featured 
provision to the public where power is not available for certain inconvenient time in mobiles 
and it provides a difficult view in the real world. The coin based mobile charger can be easily 
installed in any mobile phones. In rural area, mobile communication is essential when 
compared to urban area while urban population use more sophisticated mobiles with 
advanced technology such as more applications and good power backup for several days. 
The rural population can buy the pre-owned mobiles that requiring charge frequently. Many 
times battery becomes dead charge in the middle of any estimate particularlyin convenient 
and need for ambient times when access to a standard charger is not possible nor available. 
The coin-based mobile battery chargers are designed to solve this issue. The user has toinsert 
the mobile phone into one of the universal chargers and insert a coin or two, the phone 
willthen be given a micro-pulse for charging. It cannot produce full power to the mobile 
phone which is required. The charging capacity of the mobile is designed with the helpof pre-
defined values to provide the needed charge for emergency purpose. Of course by inserting 
more coins the charging produced is more. This advantageous lightweight product is 
designed and fixed to areas forthe growing number mobile users worldwide. A suitable 
microcontroller(pic) isprogrammed for all the controlling applications. The source for 
charging isobtained from direct power from battery and in case of non-availability of power. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The coin based mobile charging system 
which charges the mobiles for certain 
amount of time on inserting a coin. This 
system is used by public places like 
railway and malls to provide mobile 
charging facility. So therefore, the system 
consists of a coin drop module that 
measures coins and then signals the 
microcontroller for further action. If a coin 
is found the coin signals the 
microcontroller and starts the mobile 
charging mechanism providing a 6V 
supply through a power supply section to 
the mobile phone. Microcontroller 
additionally measures the time to measure 
the remaining charging time and starts the 
backward delay countdown. So this system 
can be used for smart mobile charging at 
public places. So the microcontroller starts 
a backward delay countdown timer to 
display the charging time for that mobile 
phone. Now if the user inserts another coin 
in that time, the time, the microcontroller 
adds the time to currently remaining 
charging time and starts the reverse 
countdown. Now the system can be used 
for smart mobile charging at public places 
and the fact that it is safe for your mobile 
and secure.  
 
The growth of mobile market is 
phenomenal in recent years and with the 
additional need for charging the mobile 
battery is required anytime and anywhere. 
In many developing countries irrespective 
of the grid power is not available for few 
hours to several hours on daily basis 
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especially in and rural areas where the 
mobile phones are the essential 
communication device. While the urban 
population use more sophisticated mobiles 
so called developed mobile technology 
with good power batteries lasting for few 
days, the rural population buy the pre 
owned mobile phones that require 
charging frequently even two or three 
times a day. In the event of unpredictable 
grid power and availability of abundant 
battery. A coin based universal mobile 
battery charger is designed and developed 
in this process. This device is like a 
vending machine for mobile battery 
charging at anytime and anywhere and the 
user has to plug the phone into one of the 
adapters and insert a coin for charging at a 
constant current for a 10 min duration. The 
s power application to battery charging has 
been studied in the past. The chargers 
convert light energy into DC current for a 
range of voltage that can be used for 
charging the battery. They are generally 
mounted. In this design of coin based 
mobile charger a fixed size, 5W is used to 
charge the battery up to maximum 1.0 amp 
in bright sun light. In this project, the 
design and development of a coin based 
universal mobile battery charger based on 
main power is discussed and this is 
primarily for rural areas where the mobiles 
are basic needs for communication and the 
main power is not available all the time. 
 
EXISTING SYSTEM 
This coin based mobile charger is used to 
charge the mobile phones in case of 
emergency provided that they don’t have 
power bank. So this project model can be 
implemented in streets or they could be 
fixed to the post. The charging time for the 
phone is displayed on the LCD.The design 
of coin based universal port mobile 
charger is based on the following 
assumptions, Maximum the battery 
contains energy is used for charging the 
lead acid battery inside the mobile battery 
charger to keep it charged fully all the time 
The charging current is up to 4.5AH @ 
6vDC and this takes care of the mobiles 
manufactured by Nokia, Sony-Ericson, 
Blackberry, HTC and others of first and 
second generation mobiles. A signal panel 
system contains, 37WP capable of 
supplying up to 2.0 amps are used. 
Provision to charge maximum 10 different 
types of mobiles is provided. Insertion of a 
fixed coin size for charging is not 
developed during the existing system of 
the process. 
 
PROPOSED SYSTEM 
The existing system on the process would 
have been elaborated by the system where 
with the help of the IR sensor the coin 
which is inserted in the drop box is located 
and dropped down where it can be 
stimulated by the IR sensor to be a process 
to pass the particular signal to the GSM 
module where it can be processed as a fact 
that it can be provided to the LCD display 
for the time duration for which it is done 
and for which it is provided as a display 
for the process. With the provided battery 
and the universal plug point the process 
may have been located to be assured to 
connect the external case or mobile which 
can be inserted and also the time duration 
is also provided as the battery on the 
circuit which provides with the sufficient 
energy for the particular time interval. 
The following elements in this process can 
be explained by, 
 
BATTERY 
A rechargeable battery or accumulator is a 
group of one or more electrochemical 
cells. They are known as secondary cells 
because their electrochemical reactions 
and they are reversible.  
Rechargeable batteries have lower total 
cost of use and environmental impact than 
disposable batteries. Some rechargeable 
battery types are available in the same 
sizes as disposable types. Rechargeable 
batteries have higher initial cost, but can 
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be recharged very cheaply and used many 
times. 
 
LCD 
Liquid crystal displays havematerials 
which combine the properties of both 
liquids and crystals. Rather than having a 
melting point, they have a temperature 
range within which the molecules are 
almost as mobile as they would be in a 
liquid, but are grouped together in an 
ordered form similar to a crystal. 
 
An LCD consists of two glass panels, with 
the liquid crystal material sand witched in 
between them. The inner surface of the 
glass plates are coated with transparent 
electrodes which define the character, 
symbols or patterns to be displayed 
polymeric layers are present in between 
the electrodes and the liquid crystal, which 
makes the liquid crystal molecules to 
maintain a defined orientation angle. 
 
 
 
Sensor 
Infrared (IR) radiation is electromagnetic 
radiation of a wavelength longer than that 
of visible light, but shorter than that of 
microwaves. Infrared radiation has 
wavelengths spanning five orders of 
magnitude. Infrared imaging is used 
extensively for both military and civilian 
purposes. Military applications include 
target acquisition, surveillance and night 
vision, homing and tracking. Non-military 
uses include thermal efficiency analysis, 
remote temperature sensing, short-ranged 
wireless communication, spectroscopy, 
and weather forecasting. Infrared 
astronomy uses sensor-equipped 
telescopes to detect cool objects such as 
planets, and to view highly red-shifted 
objects from the early days of the universe. 
Images from infrared cameras tend to be 
monochromatic because the cameras are 
generally designed with only a single type 
of sensor responding to single wavelength 
range of infrared radiation. 
 
 
Fig.1 IR SENSOR 
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Circuit and Block Diagram: 
 
 
Fig.2 Circuit Diagram 
 
 
Fig.3 Block Diagram 
 
RESULTS 
With the process mentioned above the proposed system of our process with the  outputs are 
produced. 
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Fig.4 Coin drop mobile charger 
 
 
Fig.5 Internal connection 
 
Program 
The following program is entered using 
eclipse software tool and is dumped in the 
microcontroller. 
char txt[5]; 
 int g; 
char *text; 
void count(); 
void main() 
{ 
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text=" 
INSERT COIN  "; 
   LCD_Out(1,1,text); 
 
 while(1) 
 { 
  if(PORTC.F0==1) 
  { 
  PORTD.F0=1; 
  delay_ms(1000); 
  PORTD.F0=0; 
  Lcd_Cmd(LCD_CLEAR); 
  text="Charging ..... "; 
  LCD_Out(1,1,text); 
  PORTD.F1=1; 
  count(); 
  } 
 } 
}  void count() 
   for(g=30;g>=0;g--) 
          { 
           intToStr(g,txt); 
           LCD_Out(2,2,txt); 
           delay_ms(1000); 
          } 
        PORTD.F0=1; 
        PORTD.F1=0; 
        delay_ms(1000); 
        PORTD.F0=0; 
        Lcd_Cmd(LCD_CLEAR); 
        text="   INSERT COIN  "; 
LCD_Out(1,1,text); } 
 
CONCLUSION 
The tests were went smoothly and had no 
problems, except if they are not running in 
something, the batteries recover some of 
their voltage. Therefore, we had to take the 
measurements quickly. An interesting 
future study might involve testing the 
circuit at different conditions and different 
coins to simulate actual usage of the 
project. 
 
FUTURE WORKS 
Since this project is based on IR sensor 
depending upon the thickness of the coin   
the amount of time required to charge the 
phone can be increased. The charging time 
for the phone is displayed on the LCD. As 
the coin is dropped depending upon the 
size of the coin the increased charging 
time is displayed on the LCD. So the IR 
sensor will sense the thickness of the coin 
and depending upon it the phone is 
charged. 
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